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Cordiente [(Mg, Fe)2Al4Si5O18] has a channel structure comprising six-membered

rings of (Al, Si) O4 stacked along the c-axis, which enables it to trap volatiles such as H2O

and CO2. The volatile content is generally constrained by IR spectroscopy and Raman

spectroscopy. CO2 is aligned linearly along the α-axis in the chamel, andtherefore the peak

intensity of CO2 at 1383cm" obtained using Raman spectroscopy varies considerably

depending on the crystal orientation of cordiente (Wood and Nassau, 1967; Kolesov and

Geiger, 2000). Kaindl et al. (2006) has shown that the Raman spectral intensity of CO2

band in crystallographically oriented cordiente grains represent the contents of C02 inside

the channel. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a correction on the effect of crystal

orientation for the determination of true contents of CO2 in a randomly oriented cordiente.

Natural cordiente occurs as orthorhombic symmetry (Cccm), and as hexagonal

polymorph lndiahte (P6/mcc). Both minerals have six-membered rings of (Al, Si) O4, and

tetrahedral and octahedral framework bond the rings. There are three tetrahedral sites

occupied Al and Si in framework of cordiente and indialite; two Al and one Si occupy in

three tetrahedral of cordiente, three Si occupy in its of mdiahte. Especially, in the case of

cordiente, crystal orientation vanes depending on position of two sites occupied by Al

(Meagher and Gibbs, 1977).

Electron Back Scattered Diffraction (EBSD) is useful tool for determination of

crystal orientation. However, cordiente has very complex structure as described above.

Therefore, it is not easy to determine crystal orientation of cordiente using EBSD. On other

hand, Raman spectroscopy has characteristic that Raman peak intensity vanes depending

on the crystal orientation. However, the incident laser of Raman spectroscopy is usually

polarized, polarized laser will affect the peak intensity (Ishibashi et al., 2008). Therefore,

we analyzed euhedral crystals of cordiente and revealed the relationship between Raman

spectral patterns and crystal orientation using Raman peak intensities in relation with the

crystal orientation and laser polarization.

In this study, euhedral cordiente crystals (XMg - 0.74±0.14) collected from the
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volcanic ash deposit in the Takiga swamp, Gunma Prefecture, Japan were examined m

detail using micro-Raman spectroscopy and EBSD. We also checked crystal orientations of

cordiente grains using a universal stage. The micro-Raman spectroscopy was earned out

using a 360- rotating stage for each analytical point to check the effect of incident laser

polarization and crystal orientation. Raman spectral patterns obtained for (001), (100) and

(010) planes change systematically, when the sample was rotated. The spectral pattern of

cordierite are characterized by 6 main peaks, the splitting peak of 554cm" and 575cm" ,

970cm"1, 1010cm"1 and 1180cm"1. The peak at lOI0cm"1 is characteristic peak of (100)

plane and (010) plane, but was not observed for (001) plane. The intensity of all

except for the peak 670cm" changed systematically to reach maximum at every 180- of

rotation. We named these six peaks (1: 554 cm"1, 2: 575 cm"1, 3: 670 cm"1, 4: 970 cm"1, 5:

1010 cm', 6: 1180 cm" ), and compared the relative intensity of each peak. The intensity of

peak 3 did not change and so we used it as a normalizing peak for instrumental intensity

variations. Intensity ratio of peak 5 to peak 3, I5/ I3, and peak 6 to peak 3, V I3, show a

periodic change to arrange from O。 to 360。. I5/ 13 are shown a difference in (001) plane, and

16/ I3 are shown a difference in (010) plane. Combining the above results, the relationship

between the crystallographic orientation of cordiente and Raman spectral intensities can be

expressed graphically and a possible relation of crystal orientation of cordiente is derived.
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